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Mike is young and vigorous, and has a strong sense of justice in his bones, so when Mai said this, he
was instinctively unacceptable.

But when he settled down to think, he felt that Grandpa’s words really made sense.

The biggest difference between feng shui masters and ordinary people is that they can predict a
person’s future good or bad through face, feng shui, and divination. England

This is definitely for the average person the ability Guards called.

And the more people who master this skill, the more they must resolutely put an end to the heart of
the Virgin, because once they open a sympathy for others, they will drag themselves into the mire.

He finally wanted to understand why in domestic and foreign film and television dramas, those
professional killers must collect money to do things for others.

Even if he really sympathizes with the other party and is really willing to risk his life to avenge the
other party, he still has to symbolically charge the other party a dollar or a penny.

This is their professional ethics, unshakable professional ethics.

As for the root cause, Grandpa Mai said that they only have employers in their eyes, and they only
serve their employers. The life and death of other people has nothing to do with them.

This dollar, or a penny, is the key to distinguish ordinary people from employers.

Without this dollar, or a penny, there are too many poor people in the world, and too many poor
people who have been driven to a dead end. Who can help? After

he figured out this level, he looked religious Said to Mai : “Grandpa, I understand what you said, and I
will definitely remember your teachings in the future!

Mai nodded and said very seriously: “It would be great if you understand this truth.

As he said, he couldn’t help sighing: “The Mai family has been in the Feng Shui mystery for thousands
of years, and has been ranked among the five great Feng Shui families. But since my father decided to
move his family to the United States, your grandfather and your father were born in the United States
one after another. Corrupted by Western culture so badly that the two of them didn’t have any
in-depth research on Feng Shui mystery, and they didn’t have the potential to become a master. If you
haven’t realized the Tao before I die, then our Mai family will definitely start from

Mike disappeared from the Feng Shui Five Masters and quickly said, “Don’t worry, grandpa, I will go
all out to preserve the reputation of the Mai family!”

Mai nodded slightly, sighed softly, and said, “Hey, let’s go ahead. Let’s not talk about this, let’s take
a good turn around in this school to see if there are any special gains. “



Aurous Hill University of Finance and Economics is a relatively small university. The total number of
teachers and students in the school is just over 89000, which is a lot worse than a comprehensive
university with no more than 23,000 to 350,000 people.

However, Although there are few people, the area is really big.

Moreover, although Aurous Hill University of Finance and Economics is not as good as Aurous Hill
University in the comprehensive rankings, its economic management discipline has always been
ranked among the best in China, and it is considered the best. professional disciplines.

so many rich people send their children to here, let them learn economic management, will be able
to better take over the family business.

in fact, before the accident Kian webbb, presumably his brother Sean Webb or I like him a little
more.

Although Sean Webb is the eldest son, he belongs to that kind of relatively average in all aspects,
nothing outstanding.

Originally, Donald webb had high hopes for him and sent him to study in the United States, but who
would have thought that Sean Webb would come to the United States then, on the second generation
and the gang Huaren Fu mixed together every day, every day open sports car, open Party, because of
who drink all day dream life.

later, Donald Webbb come to understand that not every child can be taught to study abroad.

among In fact, a large proportion of children are completely abolished without parental control
after going abroad.

Only a very small number of self-disciplined children can maintain themselves and be promoted in
the alluring environment overseas.

Therefore, in order to prevent Kian webbb from making detours, he did not let Kian webbb go the
old path of Sean Webb, but let him take the college entrance examination through his own efforts and
enter the Aurous Hill Institute of Finance and Economics.
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